
1. Introduction
Bark beetle outbreaks and wildfire are significant agents of change in North American forests (Hicke 
et al., 2012, 2016). In recent decades, these compounding disturbances have increased significantly and affected 
millions of hectares of forest (Hicke et al., 2016; Littell et al., 2009; Raffa et al., 2008; Seidl et al., 2020). While 
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effects, and fire. We found that in the first 5 years after attack, surface fire probability and extent decreased due 
to decreases in plant productivity and fuel loading. Surface and crown fire severity had similar responses as 
surface fire extent. Following that, fire responses were a function of two counteracting forces: increases in fuel 
loading from delayed needle- and snag-fall and wetter fuels from reduced plant water demand. The dominant 
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higher than 50%
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climate change is expected to continue to increase the severity and frequency of these disturbances, it is less 
clear how they will interact with one another (Bennett et al., 2018). Bark beetle outbreaks can change fuel condi-
tions and corresponding wildfire characteristics by altering ecohydrological processes and forest fuel structure 
(Goeking & Tarboton, 2020; Wayman & Safford, 2021). However, the direction of ecohydrological responses to 
beetle outbreaks can vary over space and time within watersheds (Ren et al., 2021), which can in turn influence 
fuel loading, fuel moisture, and fire regimes. Therefore, understanding and managing fire risk in landscapes that 
are prone to these compounding disturbances requires understanding how fuel conditions change over space and 
time.

There are three phases of tree response to beetle outbreaks: the red phase, gray phase, and old phase. The “red 
phase” occurs 0–5 years after beetle outbreak, during which foliar moisture content decreases and some coni-
fer species' needles turn red (Hicke et al., 2012; Jolly, Parsons, Hadlow, et al., 2012). The “gray phase” occurs 
6–15 years after beetle outbreak, when dead foliage falls to the ground but snags remain standing (Halofsky 
et al., 2020). The “old phase” occurs one or more decades after beetle outbreak, when snags fall to ground and 
understory vegetation cover increases (Hicke et al., 2012; Mitchell & Preisler, 1998). While classifying these 
discrete phases is helpful for understanding post-outbreak processes, their length can vary among tree species, 
and because beetles can attack trees for multiple years, a mix of different phases can occur in a single stand (Hicke 
et al., 2012).

Like other ecohydrological processes, fuel conditions and wildfire respond differently to the three phases of 
beetle outbreak. Hicke et al.  (2012) developed a conceptual framework that describes how beetle-caused tree 
mortality affects wildfire behavior (Figure 1). During the red phase, dead foliage is still in the canopy, thus dead 
surface fuels remain unchanged, but canopy foliage dries and becomes more flammable. Consequently, surface 
fire hazard (e.g., the probability of fire and fire severity) remains unchanged but crown fire potential increases. 
In the gray phase, needle-fall increases dead surface fuel loading and reduces canopy bulk density. As a result, 
surface fire hazard and severity increase but crown fire potential decreases. In the old phase, as dead snags fall 
to the ground and understory vegetation cover increases, surface fire hazard and severity remains elevated, while 
crown fire potential may further decrease with decreasing canopy bulk density.

While the conceptual framework outlined above is useful for understanding temporal wildfire responses to beetle 
outbreaks, several uncertainties still remain (Halofsky et al., 2020; Hicke et al., 2012). For example, in the gray 
and old phases, many field observations (Bebi et al., 2003; Berg et al., 2006; Lynch et al., 2006) and modeling 
studies (Ager et al., 2007; Lundquist, 2007; Meigs et al., 2016) have documented decreases or no change of fire 
probability and fire severity, while others have found increases (Bigler et al., 2005; Turner et al., 1999; Wayman 
& Safford, 2021). These increases in crown fire severity during the gray phase may have occurred because once 
the canopy opened, more radiation was able to penetrate, and competition for resources decreased. This can 
promote rapid understory growth and tree regeneration (Hicke et al., 2012; Mikkelson et al., 2013), which can in 
turn increase ladder fuels (Collins et al., 2010; Klutsch et al., 2011; Lynch et al., 2006). Decreases in fire severity 
may occur because there is less live vegetation after beetle outbreak (Meigs et al., 2016), but this relationship 
may be complicated by other factors, such as fire weather, local fuel gradients, mixed beetle-caused mortality, and 
difficulties in sampling (Ager et al., 2007; Berg et al., 2006; Hicke et al., 2012; Lundquist, 2007).

Fire responses to beetle outbreaks can also vary along fuel gradients and with fire weather. For example, logs from 
beetle outbreaks have promoted fire spread in fuel-limited lodgepole pine forest (Gara et al., 1985). However, in 
cooler more flammability-limited forests, increases in wind speed and higher surface temperatures from open-
ing of the canopy increase fire probability more often than changes fuel loading (Cooper et al., 2017; Hicke 
et al., 2012; Page & Jenkins, 2007; Simard et al., 2011).

Because the factors influencing wildfire responses to beetle outbreaks can interact in complex ways, it is difficult 
to characterize mechanistic relationships among them using observational studies and/or controlled experiments, 
which are often constrained by data limitations and difficulty in controlling the confounding variables that occur 
in the field (Hicke et al., 2012). Simulation models complement and help address the limitations of observational 
studies and/or controlled experiments by allowing us to characterize how fuels and fire behavior vary in response 
to a range of outbreak severities (i.e., beetle-caused tree mortality; Ren et al., 2022) and site-specific environ-
mental conditions during different phases of beetle outbreaks (Bond et al., 2009; Hicke et al., 2012; McCarley 
et al., 2017).
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The overarching objective of this paper is to understand how fuels and wildfire regimes respond to beetle-caused 
tree mortality across a range of environmental conditions and post-outbreak time periods. Specifically, we asked 
the following questions.

1.  How do wildfire characteristics (surface fire extent and probability, and surface and crown fire severity) 
respond to beetle outbreaks during different phases of outbreak (i.e., the red phase, gray phase, and old phase)?

2.  How does the degree of beetle-caused tree mortality (i.e., the percentage of biomass removed) influence 
post-outbreak wildfire characteristics?

3.  How do pre-outbreak fuel conditions (i.e., fuel loading and fuel aridity) affect wildfire regimes after beetle 
outbreaks?

2. Methods
2.1. Study Area

Trail Creek is a 167-km 2 sub-catchment of the Big Wood River basin, located in Blaine County (Idaho, US) 
between the Salmon-Challis National Forest and Sawtooth National Forest (43.44°N, 114.19°W; Figure 2). Trail 
Creek experiences cold, wet winters and warm, dry summers. The mean annual precipitation is around 900 mm, 
of which 60% falls as snow (Frenzel, 1989). The daily average temperature ranges from −28°C in winter to 24°C 
in summer. Trail Creek has a strong elevation gradient, ranging from 1760 to 3478 m, which also coincides with 
gradients in aridity and vegetation cover. Lower to middle elevations are arid and covered by sagebrush, riparian 
species, and grass; middle to higher elevations are relatively humid and are covered by Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga 
menziesii), lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta varlatifolia), subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa), and mixed shrub and 
herbaceous vegetation (Buhidar, 2001). There are no records of large wildfires (>400 ha) occurring in Trail Creek 
over the last 40 years (MTBS, Eidenshink et al., 2007). According to LANDFIRE, Trail Creek has distinct fire 
regimes in the northern (high elevation) and the southern (low elevation) portions of the watershed. The north-
ern part of the basin is flammability limited with an approximate 200-year FRI (Table 1; Rollins, 2009) and the 
southern part of the basin is fuel-limited, with a 35-year fire return interval (FRI). Some transitional areas expe-
rience a mixed severity fire regime with 35 to 200-year FRIs. An aridity gradient, defined as the ratio of average 
annual potential evapotranspiration (PET) to average annual precipitation (P) over a 38-year period (1980–2018), 
generally overlaps with these fire regime groups (Figure 2a, Table 1).

2.2. Model Descriptions

2.2.1. Ecohydrological Model

We used a coupled ecohydrologic-fire regime-beetle effects model (RHESSys-WMFire-Beetle) to understand 
the effect of beetle-caused mortality on fire regimes. This framework couples the Regional Hydro-ecologic 

Figure 1. Conceptual framework of wildfire responses to beetle outbreaks adapted from Hicke et al. (2012). The mechanisms 
depicted here are summarized in Table S1 in Supporting Information S1.
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Simulation System (RHESSys) with models for fire spread (WMFire; Kennedy et al., 2017), fire effects (Bart 
et al., 2020), and beetle effects (Ren et al., 2021). RHESSys is a distributed, process-based land surface model 
that simulates how climate and land use changes influence biogeochemical cycling and hydrology (Tague & 
Band, 2004). It has been widely tested and applied in mountainous watersheds across the Pacific Northwest, west-
ern North America, and globally (e.g., Garcia & Tague, 2015; Hanan et al., 2017, 2018, 2021; Lin et al., 2019; 
Ren et al., 2021; Son & Tague, 2019; Tague & Peng, 2013). A more detailed description of the RHESSys model 
can be found in Text S1 in Supporting Information S1 and papers by Garcia et al. (2016), Tague and Band (2004), 
and Tague et al. (2013).

2.2.2. Fire Spread and Fire Effect Models

WMFire is a stochastic fire spread model that has been coupled with RHESSys (Kennedy et  al., 2017). The 
coupled model has previously been tested and applied in the Western US and can reproduce expected fire regimes 

Table 1 
Fire Regime Groups (Rollins, 2009) and Corresponding Characteristics for Figure 2

Fire regime group Fire characteristics

Fire Regime Group I ≤35-year fire return interval (FRI), low and mixed severity

Fire Regime Group III 35 to 200-year FRI, low and mixed severity

Fire Regime Group IV >200-year FRI, any severity

Figure 2. Study site—Trail Creek located in Idaho, US, is a sub-catchment of the Big Wood River basin. Panel (a) shows 
fire regimes based on LANDFIRE (Rollins, 2009). The outlined diamond grid and diagonal stripes show different zones 
according to an aridity index (i.e., annual mean potential evapotranspiration [PET]/precipitation (P)) calculated from 
historical 38-year meteorological data: PET/P > 2 is water-limited, PET/P < 0.8 is energy-limited, PET/P between 0.8 
and 2 is balanced. Panel (b) shows beetle caused tree mortality from 2003 to 2012 (Meddens et al., 2012) overlapped with 
topography (elevations range from 1,760 to 3,478 m). Panel (c) shows land cover (Dewitz, 2019). Evergreen and deciduous 
are forested areas.
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(Hanan et al., 2021; Kennedy et al., 2017, 2021; Ren et al., 2022). It calculates the probability of fire spread (Ps) 
over time and space based on dead surface fuel loading (i.e., litter carbon), fuel aridity (i.e., relative deficit; 1 – 
evapotranspiration/PET), wind speed and direction, and topographic slope, which are outputs from RHESSys. 
WMFire then produces maps of Ps over randomized ignitions and stochastic spread to produce fire size distri-
butions over time. A fire effects model connects fire spread to fire severity, which in turn modifies RHESSys 
litter and vegetation state variables (Bart et al., 2020). Fire effects include vegetation mortality and consumption 
of vegetation, litter, and coarse woody debris (CWD). Crown fire severity is simulated as a function of surface 
fuels and understory consumed and canopy height structure. Consequently, these simulated fire effects can influ-
ence the post fire hydrologic and biogeochemical fluxes and their interactions with vegetation and fuel recovery 
(Hanan et al., 2021). WMFire is a stochastic model and requires approximately 200 replicate simulations to model 
a representative fire regime (Kennedy, 2019).

2.2.3. Beetle Effects Model

Ren et  al.  (2021) also coupled a beetle effects model with RHESSys-WMFire (i.e., RHESSys-WMFire-Bee-
tle; modified from Edburg et al., 2011). This model includes a dead foliage pool (i.e., red needles that remain 
on trees) and a snag pool (i.e., standing dead tree stems) as additional carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) stores in 
RHESSys. After beetle-kill, leaf C and N are immediately moved from the leaf into the dead foliage pools 
and they remain on the canopy for one or more years, per user input (here we used 1 year; Edburg et al., 2011; 
Meddens et al., 2012). After a year, dead foliage C and N are transferred from the canopy to litter C and N stores 
using an exponential decay rate (we prescribe a half-life of 2 years). Similarly, stem C and N remain in the snag 
pool for several years (here we prescribe 5 years) and are then transferred into a CWD pool with an exponential 
decay rate (here we prescribe a half-life of 10 years from snag pool to CWD). In the beetle effects model, we 
calculate two leaf area indices (LAIs): Total LAI includes both the dead foliage and live leaves in the canopy, 
while Live LAI only includes the live leaves. Total LAI can affect how the canopy intercepts precipitation and 
radiation (Ren et al., 2021). The overstory canopy height is calculated as a function of both live stem C and snag 
C. In this study, we assume the same beetle–caused mortality level for all evergreen patches across a landscape. 
Also, when fire spreads from the ground to the overstory canopy, it consumes the same fractions of snags and 
dead foliage as stems and live leaves.

2.3. Input Data

We used US Geologic Survey National Elevation Dataset (NED, Gesch et al., 2018) at 10-m resolution to calcu-
late slope and aspect across Trail Creek, and then delineate basin and sub-basin boundaries using the GRASS 
GIS tool r.watershed. We aggregated topographic data to generate patches with a resolution of 100-m. We used 
vegetation cover categories (including evergreen, deciduous, shrub, grass, and unvegetated; i.e., bare ground or 
urban) from the National Land Cover Database (NLCD 2016; Dewitz, 2019) and soil texture (i.e., sandy loam and 
loam) from the spatially continuous probability soils map (POLARIS, Chaney et al., 2016). In total, our model 
setup included 72 sub-basins and 16,705 patches, of which, 49.6% were evergreen, 24.9% were shrub, 22.1% were 
grass, 0.3% were deciduous, and 3.1% were not vegetated (Figure 2).

We acquired meteorological inputs, including maximum and minimum temperatures, precipitation, relative 
humidity, radiation, and wind speed, from high-resolution (1/24th degree or ∼4-km) gridMET data sets for the 
years 1979–2017 (Abatzoglou, 2013). Then, to extend the gridMET record back for the years 1900–1978, we 
used ERA-20C daily reanalysis data (spanning 1900–2010), which is interpolated to match the gridMET resolu-
tion (Poli et al., 2016). The resulting daily data (1900–1978) was bias corrected to match the gridMET for each 
month based on the overlapping period for the two data sets (1979–2010) as described in Hanan et al. (2021). We 
further bias corrected the 1900–1978 data with PRISM (Daly et al., 1994).

2.4. Simulation Experiments

To examine how beetle-caused tree mortality affects fire regimes (specifically fire extent, burn probabil-
ity, and fire severity), we ran a series of model simulations spanning the years 1910–1990 using the coupled 
RHESSys-WMFire-Beetle. In each scenario, we prescribed different mortality levels on 1 September 1915, and 
then simulated 75 years following the outbreak. Consequently, the simulation period captured three phases after 
beetle outbreak, but ended prior to significant 21st century climate change effects on fuel conditions (Hanan 
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et  al.,  2022; Tang & Riley,  2020). This enabled our research to focus on how beetle outbreaks affect wild-
fire and excluded any confounding effects of climate change. We defined the pre-outbreak phase as the period 
before beetle outbreaks (1910–1914), the red phase as 0–5 years post-outbreak (1915–1920), the gray phase as 
6–15 years post-outbreak (1921–1930), and old phase as 16–75 years post-outbreak (1931–1990).

We prescribed nine beetle-caused mortality levels ranging from 10% to 90% biomass removal (in 10% incre-
ments) and applied each level uniformly to all evergreen patches (Figure 2c). We also included a no-mortality 
scenario as a control run, resulting in 10 total fire “on” scenarios (Table 2).

The modeled differences in fire characteristics between mortality scenarios and the control run represent the fire 
responses to beetle outbreaks. To better understand the fire severity responses to beetle outbreak, we also ran 
an additional 10 fire “off” scenarios (i.e., one for each mortality level) and examined the differences in C pools 
between the fire and no fire scenarios. We considered surface and crown fire severity to be the net C loss caused 
by fire in the litter and overstory pools, respectively.

We used fire extent (mean fire size) and burn probability (Pburn) as key metrics of fire responses. The mean fire 
size was calculated as the mean number of patches burned per fire. For each 100-m patch, the Pburn of surface fire 
was calculated as:

𝑝𝑝burn =
number of time burned across all simulations

number of simulation years ∗ number of simulations
 (1)

To compare our simulation results with literature, we selected a set of model outputs as surrogates for fuel and 
fire characteristics (Table 3). We used litter C and overstory leaf C to represent dead surface fuel and canopy fuel 
dynamics, respectively. For fire characteristics, we focused on the probability of surface fire occurrence (repre-
sented as Pburn), surface fire severity (represented as litter C lost), and crown fire severity (represented as canopy 
C lost). Because WMFire only simulates fire starts at the surface, we did not include the probability of crown fire 
occurrence in our analysis.

Table 2 
Description of Simulation Scenarios

Scenarios
Beetle effects 

model
Fire spread and 
effects model Number of simulations

Fire scenarios Control (no beetle outbreak) off on 200

Mortality (10%–90%) on on 200 for each mortality level

No-fire scenarios Control (no beetle outbreak) off off 1

Mortality (10%–90%) on off One for each mortality level

Note. The beetle-caused mortality scenarios were for increments of 10% between 10% and 90% mortality.

Table 3 
Definitions of Fuel and Fire Characteristics Potentially Affected by Bark Beetle-Caused Tree Mortality (Modified From Hicke et al., 2012)

Category Characteristics Model output Definition

Canopy fuels Canopy fuel loads Overstory leaf C Mass of fuel in canopy

Dead surface fuels Fine fuel loads Litter C Litter; dead surface fuels <1’’ in diameter

Fire Surface fire extent Mean fire size Number of patches burned per fire

Probability of surface fire occurrence Burn probability (Pburn) Probability that fire occurs

Surface fire frequency Pburn Standardized fire frequency for different phases

Surface fire severity Net litter C loss Effects of fire on ecosystem properties 
(changes in surface fine fuel loading)

Crown fire severity Overstory tree canopy leaf C loss Effects of fire on ecosystem properties 
(changes in canopy fuel loading)

Note. The model output column is the corresponding model output for different fuel and fire characteristics.
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3. Results
3.1. Basin-Scale Vegetation and Fuel Responses to Beetle-Caused Tree Mortality in the Absence of Fire

During the red phase (1915–1920), more than 50% of dead foliage fell to the ground and snags remained stand-
ing as prescribed by the beetle effects model (Figures 3e and 3f). However, litter C remained lower than in the 
control run because beetle kill reduced plant productivity and litter accumulation, and a large portion of carbon 
remained locked up in the dead foliage and snag pools in the first few years after beetle outbreak. The live leaf 
area index (Live LAI) was smaller in the mortality than in the control (no-mortality) simulations but exhib-
ited greater productivity than the control run in the first 5 years after beetle outbreak (Figure 3a). Fuel aridity 
decreased compared to the control run, due to lower Live LAI in all beetle-caused mortality scenarios (low Live 
LAI reduced PET, thereby reducing fuel water deficit; Figure 3c). Unlike Live LAI, Total LAI (which includes 
live leaves and dead canopy foliage) increased in the red phase because beetle-caused mortality increased growth 
in understory plants, while dead foliage also remained in the canopy (Figure 3b).

In the gray phase (1921–1930), snags started falling to the ground and no dead foliage remained on the canopy 
(Figures 3e and 3f). The dead surface fuel load (i.e., the litter) was higher in the nine beetle-caused mortality 
scenarios than in the control run and increased with outbreak severity (Figure 3d). Fuel aridity did not differ 

Figure 3. Basin-scale vegetation responses to beetle outbreaks. The background color corresponds to the 4 phases of beetle outbreaks: pre-outbreak (before 1915), 
red (1915–1920), gray (1921–1930), and old (1931–1990) phases. Fuel load is represented as the modeled litter C pool, fuel aridity is calculated as 1—ET/PET, ET is 
evapotranspiration and PET is potential is evapotranspiration.
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between the mortality scenarios and the control run because differences in evapotranspiration (ET) were much 
smaller between mortality scenarios and control run (Figures 3a and 3c).

In the old phase (1931–1990), all snags fell to the ground as CWD and vegetation slowly recovered. The modeled 
fuel loading was still higher than in the control run and peaked around 25 years after beetle outbreak (i.e., in 1940) 
due to snag-fall and CWD decay (Figure 3d). Fuel aridity was lower than in the control run due to reduced water 
consumption from slowly recovering vegetation (Figure 3c). At the end of the old phase, there was no more litter 
than in the control run. Live LAI and fuel aridity also caught up to levels observed in the control run (Figures 3c 
and 3d).

3.2. Fire Extent and Probability Characteristics

Fire extent and probability responded similarly with some discrepancies in each outbreak phase. In the red phase, 
fire extent decreased or did not change (Figure 4a). At low to medium beetle-caused mortality (≤50%), there were 
no obvious changes in the distribution of fire extent compared to the control run. At high beetle-caused mortality 
(>50%), fire extent decreased with increasing mortality (Figure 4a). Conversely, fire probability decreased even 
in the low mortality scenario and decreased more with increasing mortality in medium to high mortality scenarios 
(Figure 4b). The decreases in fire extent and probability mainly occurred in response to decreases in fuel loading 
caused by lower tree productivity (Figure 3d).

In the gray phase, fire extent and probability both generally increased with mortality (Figure 4). However, fire 
probability increases plateaued at a 60% mortality (Figure 4b). Above 60% mortality, median fire probability 

Figure 4. (a) Distribution of mean fire sizes (number of patches burned) for each phase, distributions were calculated from 200 replicate simulations for each scenario. 
(b) Distribution of burn probability for each phase, distributions were calculated for all patches across the basin for each scenario. Box plots show 25th, median, 75th 
percentile, the red line is the median value of the control run, and the black line connects the median for each mortality scenario. Low beetle-caused mortality is 
10%–20%, medium mortality is 20%–50%, and high mortality is >50%.
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remained elevated while the occurrence of large fires continued to increase (i.e., the distribution of fire extent 
shifted to have a longer tail toward larger fires). In fuel-limited systems, increases in fuel loading (due to red 
needle- and snag-fall) can lead to larger fires. However, once fuel loads are no longer limiting, fire probabil-
ity will stop responding to fuel loading and will instead respond more to changes in fuel aridity (Figure S2 in 
Supporting Information S1). In higher mortality scenarios (>50%), we found that fuel aridity did not differ from 
the control run during the gray phase, nor did fire probability (Figure 3c).

In the old phase, fire extent and probability exhibited a different response to beetle-caused mortality (Figure 4, 
old phase). Under low to medium mortality ≤50%) fire extent increased relative to the control run, and the magni-
tude increased with greater mortality (Figure 4a). Under high mortality (>50%), fire extent slightly increased, and 
the magnitude was similar among different mortality scenarios. Fire probability had similar responses in low and 
medium mortality scenarios but showed a decreasing trend in high mortality scenarios. These shifts in fire prob-
ability occurred because increases in fuel loading from snag- and needle-fall and decreases in fuel aridity from 
reduced plant water demand had competing effects and the dominant effects differed among different levels of 
mortality. This will be further discussed in Section 4.1. The spatial patterning of fire probability (Pburn) responses 
to mortality during the three phases are described in Text S3 in Supporting Information S1.

3.3. Fire Severity

Surface fire severity responded differently during different outbreak phases (Figure 5). In the red phase, for the 
control run (i.e., the no outbreak scenario), surface fire severity was driven by single large fire events (Figure S4 
in Supporting Information S1, 1917 fire). Following low and medium beetle-caused mortality (≤50%), fire sever-
ity decreased slightly compared to the control (no beetle outbreak) scenario, but the decreases did not change 
with mortality level (Figure 5). Following high mortality (>50%) scenarios, fire severity decreased substantially 
in response to decreases in fuel loading (Figure 3d). In the gray phase, during medium to high mortality (>20%), 
fire severity increased with increasing mortality, especially for the second half of the gray phase (Figure S4 in 
Supporting Information S1 and Figure 5) due to increases in fuel loading that were driven by dead foliage and 
snag-fall (Figure 3d). In the old phase, with low to medium mortality (≤50%), surface fire was more severe and 
the severity increased with higher mortality (Figure 5; Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1, median, 95th 
percentile, and maximum fire severity were all further away from the top green line; i.e., the no fire scenario). 
With high mortality (>50%), fire severity reached an upper limit and stopped increasing with higher mortality. 
However, in some extreme events, surface fire severity increased with increasing mortality and could sometimes 
even reduce surface fuel loads back to their pre-outbreak levels (e.g., Figure 5 old phase and Figure S4 in Support-
ing Information S1 mortality 90% scenario).

Overstory leaf C (both live leaf and dead foliage) loss caused by fire can be a metric of crown fire severity. In 
general, crown fire responded similarly to beetle-caused mortality as did surface fires (Figure 6 and Figure S5 in 
Supporting Information S1). However, the timing of severe crown fires exhibited some unique patterns (Figure 6). 
First, the increases in crown fire severity were more evident after around 25 years post-outbreak (i.e., after 1940; 
Figure 6a, illustrated by the difference between the dashed line and solid lines). This is around the time when 
fuel loading peaked, and canopy height was low (Figure3d and Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1). This 
occurred because snag-fall and increasing litter loads enabled fire to spread to the overstory more easily.

Second, in high mortality scenarios, extreme fire events consumed 60%–70% of canopy C, which is characteristic 
of a high severity/stand replacing fire (Figure 6b, illustrated by the decrease in the distance of the lighter orange 
band from the top). In high mortality scenarios, fire can be more severe even if it is less frequent (Figure 4b). 
Stand replacing fires only occurred when there was an increase in dead surface fuel loading (caused by snag-fall). 
Once fuel loading dropped back to the level observed in the control run, the likelihood of severe fire decreased 
back to that which was observed before outbreak (Figure 3d).

4. Discussion
Understanding and managing fire risk in landscapes that are vulnerable to bark beetle outbreaks requires examin-
ing how fuel conditions change over space and time. We examined how the extent of mortality, pre-outbreak fuel 
conditions, and time since outbreak can influence fire regimes using a novel ecohydrologic-fire regime-beetle 
effects model (RHESSys-WMFire-Beetle) in a semiarid watershed in the western US. We found that fire extent 
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and probability decreased in the red phase, increased in the gray phase, and had different responses in the old 
phase contingent on the level of beetle-caused tree mortality.

The influence of time after outbreak on fire depended on how fuel loading and fuel aridity changed in response 
to vegetation growth dynamics, snag-fall, and litter-fall from dead foliage. There was a complex, non-linear rela-
tionship between mortality level and fire responses during the gray and old phases. Following low to medium 
mortality (≤50%), surface fire probability increased. Following high mortality (>50%), fire probability reached 
a plateau in the gray phase but started decreasing in the old phase. Vegetation regrowth played an important role 
in driving fuel conditions and fire probability. In the old phase, the slow recovery of overstory vegetation led to 
less water consumption and lower fuel aridity, which decreased fire probability in high mortality scenarios. Our 
findings provide insight into beetle wildfire interactions for mixed conifer forests in the inland northwestern US, 

Figure 5. Distribution of surface fire severity for each phase. Distributions come from 200 simulation replicates for each 
scenario. Box plots show 25th, median, and 75th percentile values for fine fuel C loss. The red line is the median value for 
the control run; the black line connects the median line for each scenario. Low beetle-caused mortality is 10%–20%; medium 
mortality is 30%–50%; and high mortality is larger than 50%.
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however, additional analyses are needed to examine how these complex relationships play out in other forest types 
and climate regions.

4.1. Effects of Pre-Outbreak Fuel Conditions on Wildfire Responses

Fuel loading and fuel aridity can compound or counteract one another to drive fire probability and behavior. In 
locations that were fuel-limited prior to outbreak, fire probability increased in response to increasing fuel loading 

Figure 6. Distribution of leaf C for the 200 fire simulations and the no fire scenario (all means include both live leaf and dead foliage killed by beetle outbreaks. The 
dashed line is the median total leaf C for the fire scenarios; and the solid green line is the no fire scenario. Light orange shading shows the maximum and minimum 
total leaf C, dark orange shows the 5th and 95th percentile total leaf C. The differences between the no-fire scenario (green line) and fire scenarios (other lines) can be 
a surrogate for cumulative fire severity. Label A shows the increases in crown fire severity was more evident after around 25 years post-outbreak. Label B shows the 
extreme fire events can consume more than 60% of canopy leaf C. See Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1 for detailed canopy fire severity results.
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from beetle-caused tree mortality (Figure 7a). However, in areas that were less fuel-limited, increases in fuel 
loading and decreases in fuel aridity had opposite effects on Pburn and whether there was a net increase or decrease 
depended on the phase of outbreak. For example, once there was enough fuel from snag-fall in the old phase, 
Pburn only responded to changes in fuel aridity, and fire regimes shifted from fuel-limited to flammability-limited. 
However, fuel aridity changes were relatively small and slow compared to changes in fuel loading (Figure 7b). 
Similarly, Kaufmann et al.  (2008) found changes in fuel aridity after beetle outbreaks play an important role 
in driving fire hazard. Beetle-caused mortality can increase fuel loading in semiarid systems, thus shifting fire 
regimes from fuel-limited to flammability-limited (e.g., in the old phase).

In this study, fire regime shifts from fuel-to flammability-limited only lasted through the old phase when there 
was more fuel loading in mortality scenarios. During the old phase, fuel first accumulated due to snag-fall then 
decreased back to baseline levels (Figure 3d). Fire regimes also returned to baseline with these declines in fuel 
loading. However, one limitation of these findings is that our model does not simulate vegetation type conversion. 
In the natural world, fire- and beetle-caused mortality can promote the growth of fire-tolerant species (Bart, 2016; 
Goforth & Minnich, 2008). For example, after high tree mortality, grasses and shrubs located in lower elevations 
may begin to displace higher elevation evergreen forests. These type conversions may eventually result in a more 
fuel-limited fire regime.

4.2. The Effects of Tree Mortality on Fire Responses

The extent of beetle-caused mortality played an important role in post-outbreak fire responses, although mortality 
effects varied among phases. Mortality level affects fuel loading and fuel aridity by altering vegetation productivity 
and turnover, increasing dead fuels, and transforming canopy structure. We found that surface fire probability and 
severity only responded to beetle outbreaks when mortality was higher than 10% and stopped increasing at around 
50% during the old phase. Similarly, based on field observations in mixed-conifer forests in the Sierra Nevada, 
Wayman and Safford (2021) reported that fire severity increased most substantially when beetle-caused mortality 
surpassed 15% and was below 30%–40%. In this study, fire severity may have stopped increasing with mortality 
above 50% because plant water demand decreased, leading to decreases in fuel aridity. Although we also found an 
upper limit (∼50%) where median fire probability and fire severity no longer increased with increasing mortality, 
the occurrence of extremely severe fires may continue to increase in some cases (e.g., Figure S4 in Supporting 
Information S1, old phase). Based on reconstructed disturbance history, Kulakowski et al. (2003) also found a 

Figure 7. The response of burn probability to fuel load, the relative change in fuel load, and the relative change in fuel 
aridity during the old phase in the evergreen forest-dominated area (the changes are calculated as the outbreak scenario minus 
the control scenario). We merged all beetle outbreak scenarios together and binned the data at every 5% or 0.05 kg C/m 2. 
Bins with less than 100 samples are removed. The change in burn probability for each bin is the median value. The black line 
divides fuel aridity into “increasing” and “decreasing” zones.
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decrease in low-severity fire due to higher moisture on the forest floor following beetle outbreaks. These find-
ings highlight the utility of modeling studies that can capture the full range of possible fire responses (including 
extreme fires) to beetle outbreaks, while field studies are limited by the number of observations.

We also found that fire probability responses to beetle-caused mortality are different during different phases after 
outbreak (Figure 4b). There was a negative relationship between them in the red phase (i.e., higher mortality 
reduced fire probability), a positive relationship with a plateau in the gray phase, but mixed responses in the old 
phase. The negative relationships in both the red phase and the old phase occurred for different reasons. In the 
red phase, decreases in fire probability that occurred with increasing mortality were caused by reductions in fuel 
loading. In the old phase, when mortality was above 50%, fire probability decreased with increasing mortality 
in locations that were not limited by fuel loading but by fuel aridity. Like the mechanisms driving decreases in 
fire severity, this occurred because increasing mortality in these locations decreased fuel aridity. Such mecha-
nisms may also explain decreases in fire activity observed in other flammability-limited landscapes (e.g., Bebi 
et al., 2003; Kulakowski et al., 2003).

In high mortality scenarios, fuel aridity was an important factor constraining the effects of beetle outbreak on 
fire probability and fire severity. For example, in the old phases, surface fire severity remained elevated even 
after fire probability decreased (Figure 8). This occurred because high mortality increased fuel moisture, which 
may have limited the probability of fire, but once weather conditions were suitable for fire to spread, increased 
fuel loads led to higher fuel consumption. These tradeoffs may explain some of the contradictory relationships 
between beetle outbreaks and fire in recent field observations. When mortality is moderate, its effects on fuel 
moisture do not dominate over increases in fuel loading—thus increasing fire severity (Metz et al., 2011; Prichard 
& Kennedy, 2014). However, when mortality is high, reductions in fuel aridity can reduce fire probability, leading 
to decreases in fire occurrence, even though there is more fuel available and under the right circumstances, the 
likelihood of a severe fire may increase (Kulakowski et al., 2003).

Other field observations have found no correlation between beetle-caused mortality and fire severity, therefore 
claiming wildfire is mostly driven by other factors such as forest structure and fire weather. For example, Harvey 
et al. (2013) found that mid/lower montane forests became even more heterogeneous following beetle outbreaks, 
which decreased fuel continuity and likely decreased the probability of fire. In southwestern Colorado, Andrus 
et al. (2016) found that fire weather and topography outstripped the effects of beetle outbreaks in driving fire 

Figure 8. Revised conceptual model showing fire responses to beetle outbreaks from our research. The mechanisms depicted 
here are described in Table S1 in Supporting Information S1. The dashed arrows are used to indicate that the fire responses 
are uncertain and depend on the dominant mechanisms. In the red phase, fire responses depend on the speed of dead foliage-
fall and the rate at which surviving plants grow. In the old phase, surface fire probability changes depend on competing 
effects of increasing fuel loading and decreasing fuel aridity after beetle outbreaks. When mortality is less than 50%, 
increases in fuel loading dominate over decreases in fuel aridity and cause an increase in surface fire probability. The opposite 
is true when mortality is larger than 50%.
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severity. While our study focuses on a single semiarid watershed in the inland northwestern US, future research 
is needed to test our modeling framework in other watersheds to cover broader climate and ecological gradients.

4.3. The Effects of Beetle Outbreak Phases on the Fire Responses

The effects of beetle outbreaks on fire probability and severity vary among the red, gray, and old phases following 
attack. In the conceptual framework developed by Hicke et al. (2012; Figure 1), surface fire probability does not 
change in the red phase and increases in the gray and old phases due to increases in surface fuel loading. Addi-
tionally, crown fire severity is hypothesized to increase in the red phase but decrease in the gray and old phases 
due to changes in canopy fuel loading and leaf moisture. Here we refine and expand this conceptual framework 
using results from our process-based modeling study (Figure 8 and Table S1 in Supporting Information S1).

We found that in our semiarid watershed, during the red phase, surface fire probability and severity had opposite 
responses than those hypothesized by Hicke et  al.  (2012). For example, their framework suggests that beetle 
outbreaks do not increase surface fire probability or fire severity during the red phase because they do not 
substantially change dead surface fuel loading (Figure 1; Bebi et al., 2003; Berg et al., 2006; Bond et al., 2009; 
Hicke et al., 2012). However, we found that modeled surface fire probability and severity decreased during the 
red phase because beetle outbreaks reduced vegetation productivity and dead foliage initially lingered in the 
canopy, leading to an initial decrease in surface fuels. Our results are corroborated by field studies that have found 
fire severity can decrease during the red phase in the U.S. Pacific Northwest, due to decreases in live vegetation 
(Meigs et al., 2016). Turner et al. (1999) also found a decrease in crown fire severity due to less fuel mass and 
heterogeneous fuel distribution. However, other studies have found no link between beetle outbreaks and wildfire 
severity due to other drivers dominating, such as topography, local weather, and forest type (Bebi et al., 2003; 
Bond et al., 2009; Harvey et al., 2013).

Our modeling study further extends the Hicke et al. (2012) conceptual framework by accounting for the effects of 
surviving vegetation on fuel accumulation during the red phase. However, these modeling results only reflect one 
possible outcome because surface fuel loading responds to both vegetation productivity and the rate of litterfall. 
In our model, litterfall from dead foliage is controlled by two parameters: delay time and rate of dead foliage fall. 
If the delay time is shorter and dead foliage fall is faster than typical leaf phenology in the no outbreak scenario, 
litter loading may increase, thereby increasing fire probability. Furthermore, the relatively short length of the red 
phase (≤5 years) and the fact that beetles can attack trees for multiple years (leading to a mixture of phases in a 
given location) increases the uncertainty surrounding fire responses (Jolly, Parsons, Varner, et al., 2012; Jolly, 
Parsons, Hadlow, et al., 2012).

In the old phase, changes in surface fuel aridity can cause discrepancies between our model study and the concep-
tual framework. Although we found that surface fire probability increased when mortality was lower than 50%, 
it decreased when mortality was higher. The differences at high mortality may have occurred because the Hicke 
et al. (2012) conceptual framework only considered the effects of increases in surface fuel loading and did not 
consider the possible effects of decreases in fuel aridity. We found that in high mortality scenarios, fire probabil-
ity decreased because decreases in fuel aridity dominated over increases in fuel loading. Similarly, Kulakowski 
et al. (2003) reconstructed historical disturbance data in Colorado and concluded that surface fire probability can 
decrease after beetle outbreaks due to increases in fuel moisture.

We found that the largest differences between our model and the Hicke et al. (2012) conceptual model occurred 
with crown fire severity. Crown fire severity is driven in large part by changes in leaf moisture and surface fire 
probability, which can counteract one another. In their conceptual framework, Hicke et al. (2012) suggested that 
in the red phase, crown fire severity increases due to decreases in leaf moisture (Figure 1). However, our model 
did not account for how changes in dead leaf moisture influence fire propagation to the canopy. Instead, we found 
that crown fire severity decreased due to decreases in surface fire probability (Figure 8). Future modeling work 
should account for changes in dead leaf moisture after beetle outbreaks and examine how decreases in leaf mois-
ture and decreases in surface fire probability compete to influence crown fire severity.

In the old and gray phases, Hicke et al. (2012) suggested that decreases in crown fire severity occurred because 
decreases in canopy fuel dominated over increases in surface fire probability. However, we found the opposite 
to be true—there was a net increase in canopy fire severity caused by increases in surface fire probability and 
the effects of lower overstory canopy height due to snag-fall, which dominated over decreases in canopy fuel. 
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Similarly, Turner et al. (1999) found crown fire severity could increase when the connection between ground and 
canopy fuels increased. Thus, the conceptual framework should be expanded to consider canopy fuel structure 
when predicting crown fire responses to beetle outbreaks.

4.4. Study Limitations and Future Directions

One limitation of our study is that we assumed beetle-caused mortality was uniform across all forested 
areas. In reality, beetles preferentially attack older trees (Edburg et  al.,  2011). We expect that because older 
trees have more biomass and corresponding litter production, older stands will be less fuel-limited (i.e., more 
flammability-limited). After beetle outbreaks, the fire regime will be shifted to flammability-limited due to 
higher fuel loading from the red needle- and snag-fall in the gray and old phases. As a result, beetle preference 
for older trees may temper increases in the probability of fire occurrence but could also likely increase fire sever-
ity once a successful ignition occurs. A related factor that should be considered is fuel connectivity. If beetles 
preferentially attack older trees, spatial fuel heterogeneity may increase across the watershed thereby reducing 
connectivity and fire size (Harvey et al., 2013). Further research is needed to test how age relationships modify 
wildfire responses.

Another limitation of our modeling study is that RHESSys-WMFire-Beetle does not include the effects of beetle 
outbreaks on land surface temperatures. Recent studies have found that summer surface temperatures increase 
after outbreaks due to decreases in ET and associated cooling and more radiation reaching the ground when the 
canopy opens (Bright et al., 2013; Cooper et al., 2017). These temperature increases can in turn increase fuel arid-
ity and decrease fuel loading (by increasing decomposition rates). Under these circumstances, wildfire responses 
would likely depend on location. In flammability-limited areas, the higher temperature may curtail decreases 
in fuel aridity, thus increasing the probability of fire. In fuel-limited areas, the higher temperatures may reduce 
fuel loading, thus reducing fire probability. Moreover, increases in land surface temperature can also promote 
more arid microclimates and increase wind speed, leading to higher fire probability across all regions (Hicke 
et al., 2012; Page & Jenkins, 2007). These multiple influences can compete or compound one another in driving 
fire responses, and therefore should also be considered in future research and applications.

Finally, we note that, as with all models, our predictions reflect both strengths and limitations of our current 
understanding of the primary controls on post-beetle hydrology, ecosystem carbon cycling and fire. While previ-
ous applications of RHESSys-WMFire-Beetle have demonstrated reasonable correspondences with multiple 
observed measures (such as post-disturbance regrowth, fire return intervals), uncertainty in key parameters (such 
rate of dead foliage fall) means that results should be interpreted as “best guesses.” We note that high computa-
tion cost of running a coupled ecosystem-fire model mean that we cannot fully evaluate the impact of parameter 
uncertainties. Nonetheless, we argue that these results offer a valuable, mechanistic explanation for observed 
temporal and spatial variation in beetle outbreak effects and provide insight into how we might expect fire risk to 
evolve given a range of beetle-caused mortalities.

5. Conclusion
Our research shows that the impacts of beetle outbreaks on fire probability and fire severity are conditioned by 
mortality level, phase, and pre-outbreak fuel conditions. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a modeling 
approach has been used to examine how the coupling among fire, vegetation, and fuels evolve over time follow-
ing beetle outbreaks. Our results also highlight the importance of how fuel loading and fuel aridity vary within 
watersheds. In fuel-abundant locations, fire probability may decrease following an outbreak, while in fuel-limited 
locations, fire probability can increase post-outbreak with increases in fuel loading (e.g., in the old phase). The 
complex interactions among mortality, local conditions, and time since an outbreak make the prediction of fire 
response difficult. Our novel coupled modeling framework can be applied to different watersheds to help project 
fire hazard following beetle outbreaks. This can support long-term management that aims to increase forest resil-
ience and decrease vulnerability to fire.
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